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the prophet joseph smith jr called the first four missionaries
of the church ofiesusofjesus christ of latter day saints to the islands of the
pacific in 1843 the result of that act has been 139 years of con-
tinuous mormon history with a peculiar pacific or polynesian bent
few parts of the world have captured the imagination of contem-
porary latter day saints more than hawaii samoa tonga tahiti
and new zealand but ironically few geographical areas have
received less scholarly attention than these exotic places

although I1 doubt that great numbers of new researchers and
writers will now immerse themselves in the waters of pacific LIDSLDS
history simply because russell T clement has published cormonsmormons in
the pacific A bibliography I1 do believe he has made the job con-
siderablysiderably easier for those few who do take the plunge cormonsmormons in
the pacificpacimicficmig provides a useful research tool carefully researched itself
it includes 2873 entries including books pamphlets periodicals
personal diaries journals mission histories ephemera and so forth
many of the items are voluminous and merit extensive research
scholars interested in the various island missions schools building
projects travels of missionaries and the almost countless topics that
exist in this area will find that cormonsmormons in the pacific is the best
place to begin

in addition to the LDSLIDS materials clement lists a number of
reorganized LDS sources because the bibliography was compiled
from three libraries and archives the joseph F smith library at
BYU hawaii LDS church archives in salt lake city and the harold
B lee library at BYU in provo it is obvious that many sources may
have been overlooked both LIDSLDS and RLDS clement encourages
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further compiling of sources and items that can lead to a comprehen-
sive bibliography in the future

cormonsmormons in the pacific is generally well organized and useful
however several problems will bother some users for example
clement fails to list all of the manuscript histories compiled by
assistant LDS church historian andrewjensenandrew jensen item 655 instructs
the user to look under name of church unit to find each manuscript
history by country but a spot check reveals that the items are
generally not listed elsewhere likewise item 656 suggests checking
names of church units to find details regarding minutes ledgers
and historical records again the records seem to be absent from the
bibliography both of these categories of information are extremely
important to pacific historians perhaps because of size and produc-
tion limitations the bibliography is not cross referenced or indexed to
a very specific degree

but even with its limitations I1 recommend cormonsmormons in the
pacificc for all research libraries and for scholars with any degree of
interest in LDS pacific history
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in the third reich and the christian churches peter matheson
has presented us with the first collection of documents in english on
the complex relationship between the christian churches and the
hitler regime even the subtitle A documentary account of the
christian resistance and complicity 1I would have exchanged the
order of these last two nouns during the nazi era accurately reflects
the difficult and problematic nature of that relationship from the very
beginning even though some excellent english monographs john
conway the nazi persecution of the churches gunter lewy the
catholic church and nazi germany and more recently ernst C
helmreich the german churches under hitler with extensive use
of documentary material have been available for some time teachers
students and adzajzaficionadosicionados generally will I1 think welcome an oppor-
tunity to read this kind of a cross section of documents for themselves
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